KUIS DRAIN DRAINAGE DISTRICT
PART OF SECTIONS 11 & 12, FRUITPORT TWP, T9N, R16W
MUSKEGON COUNTY, MICHIGAN
BRENDA M. MOORE
MUSKEGON COUNTY DRAIN COMMISSIONER

LEGEND
- PROPOSED KUIS DRAIN DRAINAGE DISTRICT BOUNDARY
- CURRENT KUIS DRAIN DRAINAGE DISTRICT BOUNDARY
- CURRENT KUIS DRAIN CENTERLINE
- SECTION LINE OF QUARTER SECTION LINE
- SECTION CORNER
- SECTION NUMBER

433 Agreement locations are outlined in orange.
A - Cloverville 2005
B - Cloverbrook
C - Clover Glen Commercial
D - Clover Glen Residential
E - Clover Meadows
F - Dargi Brook
G - Deer Run (Degraves Ct)
H - Grace Lutheran Church
I - Hazekamp LLC
J - Windy Pines (Brookmere)